While Western economies such as the United Kingdom and the United States generally display dispersed shareholding in listed companies, Asian economies commonly have concentrated shareholding, even in publicly listed companies. The principal analysis in *Comparative Takeover Regulation* relates to the role of takeover regulation in different economies. In the Asian context, the nature of takeover regulation may necessitate a different approach, with greater emphasis on the mandatory bids and disclosure of substantial shareholding. The likelihood of hostile takeovers will be minimal. It is these differences among various jurisdictions that strike at the heart of Varottil and Wan’s new work. Ideal for educational institutions that teach corporate law, corporate governance and mergers and acquisitions, as well as law firms, corporate counsel and other practitioners, *Comparative Takeover Regulation* provides students and scholars with a brand new analysis of this increasingly important field of study.
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PREFACE

The field of mergers and acquisitions (M&A) has long captured our attention as researchers in the legal academy. A prior collaboration led to the publication of a book pertaining to the law and practice of M&A in Singapore. It was during the culmination of that book project in late 2013 that we began contemplating the possibility of embarking on a broader project relating to comparative takeover regulation. Through our previous work, which was largely jurisdiction-specific, we became fascinated by similarities and differences across countries not only in the manner in which takeover activity was regulated, but also in the ways in which transactions structures were established and market practices developed.

But then, the question arose: what would we compare? We were almost immediately predisposed towards focusing on Asia. Several leading Asian countries have been growing in might in terms of takeover activity (both inbound and outbound), thereby meriting a closer study. Moreover, the existing literature on takeover regulation has been largely situated in the Western markets, thereby leaving open a perceptible gap to be filled by Asia. Also, our physical location in the heart of Asia augurs well in undertaking such a study. At the same time, our reluctance to analyse Asia on a standalone basis led us to another layer of comparisons, i.e., that between Asia and the Western jurisdictions where takeover regulation has been the subject matter of greater analysis. What were then rather lofty aims have now moved towards realisation (at least in part) in the form of this edited volume, which documents the findings of research relating to comparative takeover regulation, both from the purview of leading Asian jurisdictions as well as the broader global trends. The results that emanated from this book have in many ways been counterintuitive and somewhat surprising as well, as detailed in the various chapters.

The laws of various jurisdictions discussed in this book are as of 31 October 2016.

xiii
The enormity of the task we undertook is such that we could not have accomplished it on our own, and there are a number of individuals and institutions we owe our gratitude to. We have been truly fortunate in that several experts around the world favourably responded to our invitation to collaborate with us by contributing individual chapters that constitute the core of this work. Several commentators provided detailed comments on draft chapters during a conference in Singapore in July 2015, which enabled the authors to incorporate various viewpoints in revised drafts. The commentators, several of whom are our colleagues, include Christopher Chen, Fu Fangjian, Christian Hofmann, Pearlie Koh, Takeshi Komatsu, Lan Luh Luh, Lin Lin, Ng Wai King, Leena Pinsler, Farhana Siddiqui, Tan Cheng Han, Hans Tjio and Wee Meng Seng. Our home institutions, the Faculty of Law, National University of Singapore (NUS Law) and the Singapore Management University School of Law (SMU Law) rendered full support to the project, with generous financial assistance coming from the Centre for Banking and Finance Law and the Centre for Law and Business (both at NUS Law), and the Centre for Cross-Border Commercial Law in Asia (at SMU Law). Wai Yee also gratefully acknowledges the funding from the Lee Foundation through the Lee Kong Chian Fund for Excellence. The administrators at the Centres, including Leanne Hwee, Finna Wong, Melissa Chang and Pamela Yap were meticulous in their planning for, and execution of, a successful conference held in Singapore in July 2015. Several student research assistants, both from NUS Law and SMU Law, provided excellent research and editorial assistance at various stages of the project. They include Bryan Ching, Loh Tian Kai, Kim-Chan Tze Kuo Wyz, Eugenia Kwong, Ng Jia Min, Claudia Tan, Xie Huiling and Yao Qinzhe. Cambridge University Press, especially Joe Ng, who was our primary point of contact, reposed faith in this project by undertaking to publish the resulting book. Finally, our respective families provided their unfailing support during the lengthy period of this book project.

Umakanth Varottil and Wai Yee Wan
Singapore
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